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Racism, nationalism, fascism, discrimination, asylum policies... all of
them have a European dimension even though they often look like
pure national issues. Reports from all over Europe demonstrate the
increasing dangers facing migrants, refugees and ethnic minorities.
Often these dangers are increased by undemocratic intergovernmental
decisions like the Schengen Treaty. Strangely enough, racist and
fascist organisations have strong European links from Portugal to
Russia, from Sweden to Italy. Fortress Europe needs to be fought at
local, regional and European levels - it cannot be fought on one level
alone.

Linked through UNITED, hundreds of organisations from a wide variety
of backgrounds, from all European countries, work together on a
voluntary basis. They base their cooperation on common actions and
shared activities on a mutual respect.

UNITED is and will remain independent from all political parties,
organisations and states, but seeks an active co-operation with other
anti-racist initiatives in Europe.

Through the UNITED network organisations meet each other, work on
common actions and share information. Europe-wide action weeks,
campaigns and such are planned and discussed on UNITED conferences.
Like-minded organisations find each other on such conferences and
work together on specific projects on specific topics. The workers in
the secretariat are in constant contact with the network organisations,
ensuring that information and proposals for action are transmitted
rapidly. Information is received from more than 2000 organisations
and mailings are sent out to about 2500 groups in Europe.

If you want to get involved... Discuss the ideas and aims of the UNITED
network within your organisation. Let us know that you would like to
join or receive information. And add us to your mailing list!

against nationalism, racism, fascism andagainst nationalism, racism, fascism and
in support of migrants and refugeesin support of migrants and refugees

INFORMAINFORMATIONTION
UNITED for Intercultural ActionUNITED for Intercultural Action
European networkEuropean network
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INTRODUCTION
Seventy years ago, idealists, radicals, humanists and revolutionaries came from the four corners of  Europe to Spain, joining forces in
the struggle against fascism. Despite their differences, many were united in their belief  in human equality - in justice, in society and
in our every day relationships. Even though they were not successful on that day, their journey has inspired many for decades to come.
In April 2007, 82 activists from across Europe came to Madrid from 33 countries, to attend the UNITED network conference, UNITED

Against Intolerance. The weapons may have changed, but the conference demonstrated in its assessment of  Europe’s contemporary problems that the
struggle against fascism, racism and discrimination in all its forms is still needed.

UNITED for Intercultural Action is a European network which unites and coordinates over 560 grassroots organizations fighting against racism, fascism,
discrimination, nationalism and supporting migrants and refugees. The twice-yearly conferences provide the opportunity for activists to monitor continu-
ing issues, throw light on new trends, exchange best practice and methodologies, devise joint campaigns and network.

The Madrid conference took as its theme ‘intolerance’. We looked at the extreme manifestation of  intolerance through the alarming way in which new
developments in music and the Internet are helping to fuel fascism and hate speech. Afrophobia, Homophobia, Islamophobia and Antisemitism or
Romaphobia, the conference looked at each in detail, examining the interaction between international and local forms of  these intolerances. Spain is a
gateway to Fortress Europe, we studied this phenomena which pushes asylum seekers, refugees and migrants towards ever more desperate circum-
stances. And finally we looked in-depth at Spain itself, how it deals with its unique multi-cultural history, current situation of  intolerance as well as working
with diversity and integration of  new communities.

But more than problems, the conference also looked at solutions. How to better express diversity, how to make communities visible, what ideas can we
share and how can we draw inspiration from each other? The conferences strength was in its own diversity, drawing on a wide range of  nationalities, cul-
tures, experience and personalities; so that we can genuinely say we stand UNITED against Intolerance.

METHODOLOGY
The conference applied a number of  methods. Plenary sessions were held for all participants in the form of  Project Presentations,
Panel Discussions or Lectures. There were two forms of  working groups. Participants split into smaller Thematic Working Groups to
examine issues with fellow specialists; these were on running throughout the week. Campaign Working Groups, were held on the last
day, and looked at practical campaigning skills. 

The event began in small discussion groups, in an activity called the Danger of  Words., where participants discussed the meaning of  words, which are
likely to be used in the conference. As we find out, each word has many connotations and meanings, changing from country to country. The activity allows
participants to find their voice without fear of  judgement and recognise there are always different perspectives. It also promoted one participant to sug-
gest that with our ideals, perhaps we are the ‘extremists’!

There was also a continuous social side, events were provided during evenings, including political cafes and an info market where participants introduced
their NGOs, a Cultural Food and Drink Evening and a Cultural Entertainment Evening, where participants brought their traditional snacks and songs. There
was also the opportunity to explore Madrid, as a cultural tour in multi-cultural and gay districts was provided in the free time. The whole experience was
designed to ensure that people were made to feel comfortable and able to find their voice in some arena. This report is the summary of  these activities
and the permanent conversations, which took debate late into the night and the onto the early hours of  the morning.

INTOLERANCE IN SPAIN
‘Madrid is the sum of  all its people’- motto of  the city of  Madrid
The host city of  Madrid is one of  the most culturally diverse of  Europe’s capitals. The Government of  Madrid was proud to celebrate
this diversity whilst it welcomed participants at the opening of  the conference. Carlos Clemente from the Department of  Immigration
and Migration described the establishment of  Monitoring Centre Against Intolerance as a cooperation project with civil society, along

with the development of  a new integration plan for migrants, supported by public budget. 
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A recent European wide survey showed that 73% of  Spaniards would not want a Jewish neighbour. According to the survey that would make Spain sta-
tistically the most anti-Semitic in Europe. Another statistic showed that 30% of  students, usually the most opened minded section of  society, would not
want a Roma neighbour. This contradiction was explored with discussions on Spain’s new and old, visible and invisible minorities.

Esteban Ibarra, president of  Movement Against Intolerance, the host organisation of  the conference, introduced a SPANISH DIAGNOSTIC. What we are
witnessing in Spain is itself  a symptom of  the globalisation of  intolerance, impacting across Europe. The impact of  neo-liberalism, the erosion of  the wel-
fare state and the ensuing crisis in democracy are some of  the factors contributing to the current situation.
A lack of political alternatives and traditional opposition to the neo-liberal market state, has forced people to look for more extreme political remedies to their
insecurities. In a less stable employment market, tension between, migrant, majority and minority can increase as each start to see the ‘other’ as competition. 

These factors generate a climate that the far right can exploit. There is manifest trend across Europe, where far right politicians are moving into the main-
stream by claiming to speak for the majority, and mainstream politicians adopt aspects of  the far right discourse to protect their own votes. Democracy
cannot always be guaranteed to protect minorities, remember Hitler was elected. 

Movement Against Intolerance works nationally across Spain on all issues related with intolerance, conducting advocacy, training and research and coor-
dinating campaigns with other NGOS, publishing educational materials and monitoring reports on Intolerance in Spain, civil intervention actions in violent
communities, assisting victims of  intolerance actions and many more. The latest RAXEN Report 2007 about Hate Crimes and intolerance in Spain was
published at the beginning of  April, just in time to be included as documentation for the conference. A recorded 4000 aggressions against vulnerable col-
lectives and 75 murders have occurred in Spain since 1992.
It was acknowledged that the new Spanish government had begun implementing better legislation on discrimination and Hate speech; nevertheless, there
is still a gap between legislation and practice. For more information on MCI, visit www.movimientocontralaintolerancia.com. 

Contemporary ANTISEMITISM in Spain is commonly associated with a reaction to the perceived injustice of  the Israel/Palestine conflict. 
Antisemitism in Spain can be seen to exist in mainstream sensibilities as well as the far right, even in the absence of  the ‘Jew’ and also amongst the left
wing. The Israel/Palestine conflict used as a basis for an extreme theory of  capitalist globalisation in which Zionism and Israel become symbols of
supremacy and imperialism, and the international dimension of  Jewish industry - the domination of  capital. 
The increased discrimination faced by Moroccan or ‘Moro’ minorities in Spain, is similar in that it is a revival of  traditional insecurities over Spain’s histo-
ry as a once Moorish nation, revived also by reaction to contemporary events in the Middle East and the Madrid bombing. 

ISLAMOPHOBIA is a term applied in the modern context, but it also signifies the status of  the Moro and North African minorities in Spanish history. Defining
Spanish Muslims by an extreme and foreign version of  Islam is a way of  separating them as ‘non-indigenous’, ‘non-Spanish’. It acts as an implicit and unspo-
ken justification for the perpetuation of  the centuries old treatment of  North Africans as 2nd class citizens and the notion of  new Muslim migrants as ‘fo-
reign invaders’. In general it was agreed, lack of  education on the Middle East meant to people to use it as a justification for other prejudices.

Spain was one of  the first countries to introduce legislation for gay civil partnerships and recent legislation has been introduced to improve gay and les-
bian rights. Examples of  continuing HOMOPHOBIA shows there is still this ‘gap’ between legislation and reality, especially on political level. Although
Spain is a secular country, the Catholic Church has attempted to affirm its position on homosexuality through its role in the education system and playing
a significant role in the personal and communal lives of  many Spaniards. People, who would normally object to their racism, turn a blind eye to homo-
phobic graffiti and even violent assaults.

ACULCO is an NGO working for LATIN AMERICAN MIGRANTS on programs in the UK and Spain. In the UK, Latin American migrants suffer partly as
a result that they are not recognised as migrants. In Spain they do have this recognition, but yet they are marginalised. 
In fact there has always been a history of  prejudice linked by a fear over Latin American migration. It is assumed that language would make Spain the
target for mass migration. Latin American migrants traditionally have found themselves in service, construction and domestic employment industries,
where workers are very vulnerable to abuse and exploitation. 
ACULCO introduced us a number of  programs they run in Spain, looking at legislation, rights, education and inclusion. It also has cultural programs, try-
ing to develop contacts with original cultures, so that people can re-build their identity and confidence. 

Secretariado General Gitano is a Spanish organisation that works across Spain providing training and counselling services to the Roma community. In
Spain, there are 70.000 GITANO (ROMA) as direct beneficiaries of  their programs. They aim to raise awareness of  the Roma and improve the social
image through combating stereotypes. 
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Roma are still not officially recognised as a Spanish national minority and are regularly stereotyped in the media as criminals and delinquents. This image
breeds distrust amongst society increasing their marginalisation.Lately Secretariado General Gitano has been running a nationwide awareness campaign,
which has involved innovative billboard, television and radio advertisement campaigns. The slogans of  the campaign were: ‘Get to know them before judg-
ing them’ and ‘Your prejudices are the voices of  others’.

HATE CRIMES
The conference offered a large discussion on the origins and current nature of  forms of  racism or discrimination and the practice need-
ed to address these. But in each discussion we hear examples of  violent physical and verbal assaults, graffiti, propaganda and other
forms out hate crime. Each crime has its own purpose and effect, in tackling hate crimes we need to understand what these are.

Music has become one of  the key vehicles for disseminating far right propaganda and hate speech. The most established genre is WHITE POWER
punk/rock MUSIC, which, like most musical genres breeds its own subculture and industry. This subculture in turn provides a ripe recruiting ground and
the source of  funds raised, is used to maintain the neo-Nazi movement. 

The pioneer’s of  this music were a UK band Screwdriver. Unable to find record labels to disseminate their music, they set up their own ‘ISD’, named after
the lead singer Ian Stuart Donaldson. Following the example of  Screwdriver, the first neo-Nazi record label in Europe was set up later in Denmark.
The content of  Screwdriver’s music reflected the politics of  its following and it was used as explicit incitement of  racial hatred. 

“I stand watch my country, going down the drain
We are all at fault, we are all to blame
We're letting them takeover, we just let them come
Once we had an Empire, and now we've got a slum”. 

- From ‘White Power’ by Screwdriver - 

The increased opportunity for communication and cooperation between far right groups internationally, has bought increased means and knowledge of
how to circumvent national and Europe wide legislation. 

Like the far right in politics, the White Power Music scene is not only skilled in exploiting modern techniques, but is also becoming conscious in how to
avoid prosecution. Some bands alter their lyrical content and clothes to present their message with more subtlety in order to reach into the mainstream,
entering tours and festivals. Thus they are able to entice young people and fans, initially through the music and the superficial trappings of  its subculture.
It has enabled the far right to re-connect with the youth, after a period when its survival had been threatened by losing this contact

At the centre of  this event culture, is the ‘all day live’ concert, exclusively for White Power Bands. These events can bring audience’s in thousands and
provide the opportunity to build a bridge between the subculture and the political movement.

Hate speech is just one of  the many forms of  hate crime the conference was presented with. A Thematic Working Group - ‘NOW AND HERE:
ANALYSING AND PREVENTING HATE CRIMES’ was set up to specifically look at some of  the tools for tackling hate crimes, taking the opportunity to
share the available expertise and experience.

The group identified the need to be on the front foot against hate crime, by developing preventative advocacy. Advocacy can entail a range of  methods
and seek a variety of  outcomes, but it was concluded that data collection should provide a basis for most activism. Good data provides evidence of  crimes,
identifies patterns and gives a clear indication of  where solutions need to be found. It can challenge authorities where they maybe complicit or in denial,
and can educate them and the broader society where they are ignorant.

It may not be possible for any campaign, especially one without much resource, to collect primary data. Instead when relying on secondary sources, activists
should look at a diverse range of  sources to improve legitimacy if  challenged. A good reputation built on the quality of  well-referenced information, improves
your relationship with important actors and targets such as the media, politicians and other NGOs, as both a recipient and provider of  information. 

Most importantly you need to involve the communities affected. When dealing with victim’s evidence, it is important to agree a (proxy) contract, to ensure 
how the evidence is used and interpreted and to allow them a sense of  ownership over their own testimony.
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Whilst an advocacy campaign might be based on local circumstances, organisations can look at both a national and also European dimension’s. When
dealing with far-right groups for example, it is likely that they are connected to international networks. It is crucial to monitor these movements whether it
is via websites, testimony of  former members or other sources. Developing broader networking enables activists to both learn from the experience of
others and to tap into data and analysis of  this cross boarder dimension. 

In both the example of  White Power Music and in the methodologies of  the working group, the role of  the Internet is vital. CYBER HATE is a new dimen-
sion of  Hate crime. Many authorities are still unsure of  how to act, due to difficulties in monitoring and the lack of  clarity about cross border legislation. A
number of  participants at the conference are at the forefront of  developing civil society tactics to deal with cyber hate and shared their practices, both in
the Working Group and in presentations.

Activists also need to understand the relevant legislation. It may be that the legislation is in place to deal with certain types of  Cyber Hate. You may be
able to call for prosecution, but authorities might not be willing because of  uncertainty over this legislation. You may need to educate them. In order to
do this, the activist needs to identify who owns the site, where it is located on the net and where its owners are based? Territoriality is a question, where
has the crime been committed? Like with White Power Music, much of  the cyber hate is made available through American sites and Internet Service
Providers (ISP). 

Invoking copyright law is one example of  a legal action that can be used, where far right texts are being replicated on the net. Nazi e-shops may rely on
credit/debit card payments, VISA has already refused provide its services to these sites. ISP providers may not wish to host sites that promote cyber hate,
for both moral and legal reasons, but these sites may need to be highlighted to them.

It can be difficult to convince authorities to prosecute cyber hate, even with legislation. So it is also important to develop civil actions. Registering domain
names, such as ‘nazi.com’, means far right groups cannot do likewise. Mirror websites, are sites designed to look like another website, and provide count-
er information. Parental filters can be offered for families. All these strategies are designed to make access to cyber hate more difficult and hinder its dis-
semination. Knowledge of  how to tackle cyber hate, takes more than knowledge of  the hate crimes and rightwing groups, it takes knowledge of
Information Technology (IT) and this is a capacity that activists have to develop. 

The OSCE - Office for Democratic Institutions & Human Rights (ODIHR), were present at conference. Responding to a reaction amongst civil soci-
ety the ODHIR has increased its work to support government and civil society in cooperating and establishing monitoring mechanisms of  hate crimes.
They also analyse the implementation of  laws, good practice and the development of  key issues in countries. For more information about ODIHR visit
www.osce.org/odihr

THE FAR RIGHT
In the many themes and presentation's discussed at the conference, the insidious presence of  the far right is often involved, a threat
increased by its growing international dimension in the last decade. A Thematic Working Group - WATCH OUT! RIGHTWING TAKES
OVER shared diagnostics on national situations from across Europe and pooled their experience to provide an insight on how to fight
the far right.

Activists need to identify and analyse the problem, gather real information and separate the fact from fiction. Understand the scale and nature of  the far
right groups we are concerned with we need to Identify their activities, how they recruit and data on any crime they are involved with.

Find vehicles for disseminating this information or to build a counter mentality amongst people. Depending on the resources available to you, this could
be through anti-racist/fascist music and culture – concerts, exhibitions, leaflets, films, sport, posters etc. A project presentation from Poland told us how
they got involved in the campaign ‘Music Against Racism‘ (a Europe wide campaign involving 800 bands), by helping to distribute music and promote
events locally. The far right also use the Internet, literature, festivals, conferences, sport, the same tools and the vehicles we use.

In order to maximise our resources, networking with other organisations is essential. In the UK recently, anti-fascists were able to secure the support of
major trade unions and a popular national newspaper, to mount a HOPE NOT HATE tour in areas where the far right BNP (British National Party) were
fielding candidates in local elections. Despite fielding over 400 additional candidates, the BNP only gained 4 more seats.
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Finding ways to develop contacts and programs with sub-cultures and communities who may be vulnerable to far right propaganda, such as youth gangs
or football supporters should be a priority. Much of  the information we have on the far right, has been gained at great risk to individuals. Violence is part
of  the far right ideology, therefore it is important that activists draw on the experience of  others, before approaching subcultures where there maybe far
right sentiments.

Grassroots work also involves working with minority groups who may be targets for the far right, providing them with information about the risks and
empowering them to be part of  the campaign. Bringing minorities together with the majority population makes it harder for the far right to present them-
selves as a mainstream voice.
As well. local and national activities look internationally to draw on experience and get involved. Events such as the annual anti-racist World Cup, attend-
ed by over 6000 young football supporters are a great way of  networking, having fun and exchanging learning.

Understanding history is important in disabling far right propaganda. It is a commonly held sociological theory that personal experience can only be passed
on via one generation, up or down. This means we are now coming to the first generation that are disconnected from the Holocaust, nazism and the experi-
ence of the far right as a governing force in Europe. Innovative methods are needed to engage young people with history. One example was the Theresienstadt
cabaret, performed by Jewish concentration camp prisoners during the Holocaust. This has been revived in youth projects in the Czech Republic. 

The far right thrive in communities where local democracy is failing. Reach out to all concerned part of  the community and support local groups through
information and consultation. Develop strategies and networks in schools, youth clubs, migrant collectives, and commercial places. Work with vulnerable
communities, work with young people, with minorities, work with authorities, and work with the whole of  democratic society!

Be aware of  fascist symbols! The are increasingly developing new images, which may not be apparent to most people, but act as signs of  territory, codes
from communication and marks of  intimidation. Research this information and make authorities and the community aware. 

Young people are often the most receptive to new ideas, which makes them the most vulnerable to the far right. An in depth presentation was given on
how YOUTH FIGHT FASCISM AND RIGHTWING EXTREMISM IN RUSSIA.
Russia has seen one of  the most alarming growths in far right activity, with several nationalistic, xenophobic and fascist factions active nationally and
regionally. The table below of  racist and neo-Nazi attacks gives an alarming enough pictures, yet these are only the recorded attacks

Category Killed Maimed or injured Total

1 Youth subcultures (including antifa) and left-wing youth 3 118 121

2 Caucasus background 15 66 81

3 Non-Slavic appearance 4 67 71

4 Central Asian background 11 51 62

5 China, Vietnam, Mongolia, etc. 4 49 53

6 Dark-skinned people 2 27 29

7 Near East and North Africa 0 11 11

8 Others 15 93 108

Total: 54 482 536

SOVA - Center, www.xeno.sova-center.ru, 2007

There are a number of  new tendencies in the neo-nazi culture in Russia. Armed attacks are increasing as a tactic to intimidate people, spread fear and
grab attention. They have also targeted Gay Parades and demonstrations, where police have been shown to take a lenient stance or even support the
attack. They have won support from mainstream figures, which would not normally support their racist positions. Through exploiting a broader culture of
homophobia, the far right are becoming a mainstream voice.

This development has grown parallel to examples of institutional racism in Russia. A fall out between the government and Georgia saw the start of  an anti-
Georgian campaign and a number of  discriminatory practices. In Karelia, a fight between two drunken men (one from Caucasus) turned into a full-scale 
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interethnic brawl, which, despite having no origins in politics was pronounced as a victory for ‘Russians’ over ‘foreigners’ by both local and state authorities.
New legislation has recently banned on foreigners working in markets. Markets were a traditional area of industry for migrants, who are now left jobless.

The Youth Human Rights Movement (YHRM), an NGO addressing these issues in Russia, define these as new tendencies resulting in fascism, which
itself  consists of  three stands, nationalism, authoritarianism and xenophobia. 
It appears from these developments as though a ‘war’ is taking place between fascist and antifa groups. Young antifa and youth subcultures are the main
targets for Neo-Nazi violence; this is why its important that youth take a lead in this battle. Organising amongst themselves and with other vulnerable com-
munities is an essential form of  protection.

In order to win this battle, YHRM have been engaging in educational and information projects and campaigns, to inform people and raise awareness,
through educational events, national and regional campaigns such as Kristalnacht, Week against racism, Week against Homophobia. Education is only part
of  a long-term solution; the battle is happening now and strategies need to be in place for an immediate response. Systems need to be in place to spot
every case and go to great lengths to address them with legal and civil actions, like marches, peaceful street actions, and appeals to the decision-makers.
Successful examples were given from activities in Krasnodar region (RU) such as whitewashing of  hate symbols/graffiti, closing a Nazi bookshop, hav-
ing a concert cancelled through a defamation campaign with a nationalist march banning Nazi’s and the establishment of  an advice line for foreign students.

9 November – International Day Against Fascism and Antisemitism commemorating ‘KRISTALLNACHT’ and 21 March - European ACTION WEEK
AGAINST RACISM are two of  UNITED’s campaigns. During the conference participants were given an update on how are these campaigns coordinated
at International Secretariat and how organisations can join the campaign and receive support from UNITED. More information: www.unitedagainstracism.org

A Campaign Working Group - CAMPAIGN AGAINST FACISM AND RACISM, looked at ways of  designing appropriate symbols for such a campaign.
These symbols had to be simple but incorporate different ideas, such as remembering events such as the holocaust to learn for the future captured in a
slogan “Don’t let It happen again”. 

DIVERSITY IN EUROPE
As well as a multitude of  nationalities and NGOs, participants represented different ethnicities, sexualities, languages, religions and
beyond that, personalities and perspectives. The conferences great strength was that it could call on this diversity of  input and ideas.
But the conference itself  was only a small reflection of  the diversity in Europe. A diversity of  which Europe is not itself  aware! 

The Thematic Working Group OPEN UP! PERSPECTIVES ON DIVERSITY examined different issues around how diversity is relevant to their work and
national contexts. They pooled their experience together and came up with a number of  general strategies for addressing these issues.

As well, the appreciation of  difference and an awareness of  discrimination, diversity can also be an issue of  visibility. Are people aware of  the diversity
within their communities or do they choose to hide minority groups? How do you make people see, when they are determined to be blind, do you need to
provoke them? Visible difference can also make people a target. In Poland, hidden anxiety about traditional ‘hidden’ minorities such as Roma and homo-
sexuals manifests itself  in the targeting of  groups who are most visible by their skin colour or language, such as new migrants.

The idea of  diversity can also have different connotations within one country. In Portugal some minorities were seen as ‘good or exotic’, such as the new
waves of  British migrants fleeing the persecution of  bad weather. Yet, others such as Chinese and Indian migrants are treated as ‘mysterious and suspi-
cious’. In Croatia peoples identities are changing, people who once identified as Serbs when part of  Yugoslavia are now identifying as Croats. Is Croatia
losing its diversity or is this a sign that being ‘Croat’ has a new meaning?

The strategies the group came up with:
� Research and using results to lobby: provide well-sourced facts & figures and use them to advocate for positive action;
� Build partnerships locally and nationally with different stakeholders (schools, NGOs, government etc.): more can be achieved through combining strength;
� Empowerment and involvement of  minority groups: it is stronger and credible when minorities are involved or empowered to speak and act on behalf

of  themselves!;
� Awareness rising through activities/promoting good practices: organising activities with different stakeholders makes your work more visible and 

inspires others!;
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� Reaching out: your activities need to reach a broad range of  people;
� Monitoring and reporting - an ongoing process; continue monitoring and report to make people aware of  the situation of  diversity and discrimination;
� Involving media: to reach as many people as possible involve the media and keep them informed. They need to know where to find you and how you

can help them, with facts and stories;
� Sustainability and funding: make activities sustainable by involving other stakeholders & sponsors, training people and looking for funding;
� Formal and non-formal education: raise awareness and educate people about diversity & discrimination; this can be done in schools and through 

games, activities, trainings, voluntary work, sports etc.;
� Mobilisation of  local civil society: work with diversity and discrimination at the grass root level; mobilise local civil society. People often act out of  igno-

rance and fear, give them perspectives of  the positive benefits diversity can bring.

In Poland homosexuality has not been illegal since 1932 and the country prides itself  on its tradition of  tolerance. But recently the Gay and Lesbian com-
munity in Poland decided to make it visible and as a result, so did the scale of  HOMOPHOBIA IN POLAND. A project presentation discussed the impact
of  the Gay and Lesbian Pride Parades on the debate in Poland and a nationwide media awareness campaign. 
A video of  the recent parade in Warsaw was shown. It highlighted the remarkable spontaneity the spectacle provokes. Many would support, instanta-
neously joining the parade and showing their solidarity. Equally many would hurl abuse and castigate the demonstration, expressing their vulgarity or con-
tempt, some even resorting to violence.
The reaction of  authorities has been varied; there are some signs of  acceptance and supportive policing. But in one example in Poznan, police arrested
65 activists after being attacked by violent homophobes. ‘0’ homophobes were arrested!

The question was put to the conference and support for the value of  these demonstrations was a resounding ‘yes’. The parades give people a voice, they
grab attention and set the agenda – homophobia in Poland has gone from being an invisible issue to one of  the countries central debates – it is a way of
saying ‘the streets belong to all of  us’. For marginalized communities the parades become a form of  affirmation, ‘we exist’. The involvement of  the gov-
ernment has actually had the added effect of  increasing the support for the campaign, with different groups showing solidarity.

Using the media is a way of  promoting visibility. A Campaign Working Group - USING MEDIA FOR CAMPAIGNING, exchanged methods and approach-
es, again reflecting a diverse set of  needs, capacity and local dynamics amongst participants. In a lively session, countless ideas were shared, but even-
tually the group produced a list of  what they saw as the most important tips:
� Start small - be realistic about your funding.
� Research different organisations that are aligned to your work - sharing can increase your capacity 
� Use the local press - it may be a smaller paper, but it could mean a bigger feature.
� Media training - look for professional training, contact media groups, and see if  they will provide the training on a charitable basis 
� New info - offer something others do not 
� Send your newsletter out as wide as possible 
� Use Internet and e-groups - to get people talking and doing the work of  dissemination for you 
� Raise Awareness - find celebrities or well-known local figures that can act as good will ambassadors 
� Keep the networks alive.

The Council of Europe (CoE) has been a regular supporter of the UNITED conferences, through the European Youth Foundation. The European Youth Campaign
All Different, All Equal supports projects across Europe, to celebrate diversity and challenge discrimination, while promoting human rights and participation.
Michael Raphael provided us with a campaign update about the main events that happened so far and what is coming next in 2007. Present NGOs were given
technical details and tips how to get involved in the campaign and make it visible at grass-root level. Campaign Against Homophobia in Poland was one example.

RACISM
Phobias are fears that people often manifest in forms of  hatred. This reaction, does not satisfactorily explain the complex social
process that is racism. Racism does not always imply you have to hate someone, it does imply a theory of  superiority. As one partic-
ipant described it, racism is a tool for the ‘non-institutionalised stratification of  society’. In this section, we report how the conference
discussed specific forms of  racism - Islamophobia, Antisemitism, Romaphobia and Afrophobia - and how to improve our understand-

ing of  the unique origins and manifestations of  each in order to challenge them.
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Antisemitism and Islamophobia are so often conjoined in contemporary discourse - stemming from the intractable politics of  the Middle East - that often
one overlooks the fact that these prejudices have their own distinct histories, differing in context and from country to country. Indeed the Thematic Working
Group ‘FIGHTING FEAR! ANTISEMITISM AND ISLAMOPHOBIA’ found that these forms of  racism, and the theories behind them, have far more which
is different than is common.

Without proper education, these modern expressions of  Antisemitism and Islamophobia provide convenient global theories of  empire and insurgency. But
they also mask more traditional sentiments. Antisemitism in Europe has its distinct stages, each still resonating; the belief  that Jews were responsible for
the death of  Christ, that they are an outsider race or evil and devious and Israel is its self  a fascistic state. Islamophobia also has its history, going back
to the Crusades and through the Ottoman Empire. The perception is that Islam is a foreign ideology to ‘Christian Europe’ and Muslims are potential
‘invaders’. The group noted a failure in current western discourse to differentiate what it means between political Islam and Islam as a religious belief.
Islam is often portrayed as challenging rather than complementing secular Europe.

These traditions were highlighted, when the groups noted the difference between Western and Eastern Europe. Concentration on these issues in educa-
tion and media in some (Eastern European) countries is not the same as in the West. The topics just don’t exist in public discourse. Even if  they are not
expressed publicly they exist in reality, often institutionally, the expression of  deeper traditional prejudices rather than manipulation of  current politics.

As with so many examples throughout the conference, the working group identified Education as a key part of  the strategy for addressing these issues,
a factual historical education, looking at issues such as the Holocaust, Palestine/Israel and political Islam. Young people should be empowered with bal-
anced information to come to their own conclusions. Also, personal education enabling people to look at and discuss own prejudices. This maybe more
appropriate where there is less public discourse on the Holocaust/Middle East. This education should be multi-cultural, involving different communities. 

Evidence was provided through the working groups that violence against black minorities in Western Europe is on the rise. A presentation also showed
the levels of  economic marginalisation amongst black males in Sweden, one of  Europe’s ‘progressive’ states, higher levels of  exclusion, poverty and alien-
ation. Yet we rarely hear the term AFROPHOBIA. Indeed the question was asked to the conference itself  - had it forgotten about Black Europe?
As a result a political café was convened to discuss the issue of  Afrophobia. Drawing on the personal experiences of  participants from across Europe,
the conference was provided with one of  the most thought- provoking presentations.

A thesis was introduced that contemporary Afrophobia has its basis in the psychology of  the slave trade. In order to justify itself, Western European cul-
ture utilised all the disciplines at its disposal; science, literature, politics and philosophy. It needed to show that they were two separate species; one supe-
rior over the other and crimes such as slavery were morally no different to the marketing of  animals.

The ethnographic science stemming from the slave trade is not a part of  the distant past. The presentation from Sweden showed education textbooks of the
1950’s, which made comparisons between African and apes. Even for the activists in Madrid, can we assume that these ideas that were being disseminated
in the age of our own parents, have not left a mark on our own psyche? Contemporary genetics maybe be burying these scientific notions, but the psychol-
ogy and power of  this paradigm is still in evidence. There is the notion that some societies are ‘developed’ and that some are still awaiting ‘development’.

All white people benefit from racism, even those who oppose it. In the same way the slave trade exploited Africa to secure its wealth, European govern-
ments of  today exploit African economies for their resources and perpetuate a discourse of  moral superiority over their African counterparts. Privileged
groups consciously or unconsciously do not want to give away their own privilege. We talk about the far right as the source of  prejudicial notions. But they
themselves are often the product of  marginalisation; racism is something that manifests in the larger society.

Visibility means that Black Europeans cannot hide from these connotations. Participants highlighted the daily experience of  being stopped and searched
by authorities, having people move to avoid sitting next to them on the bus, and needing white friends to get served by authorities.
Addressing the issue is partly that of  empowering black communities to overcome this psyche. Divisions within the black community and within the broad-
er African community it was agreed that this was an essential obstacle. But, perhaps more importantly, this racism is the problem of  white Europe, which
needs to be confronted. Even in a room full of  anti-racist activists, it is too easy not to question our own assumptions and prejudices, something this eye
opening and challenging discussion did not allow.

Afrophobia is very publicly visible in the monkey chanting that blights much of  European football. The mass spectacle, spontaneity and mimicker of  the
football crowd are a ripe avenue for the far right to give public expression to its hate speech. The Working Group - SPORTS AGAINST INTOLERANCE
urged the development of  a UNITED campaign on sports, to counteract this. 
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A Campaign Working Group - CAMPAIGN AGAINST RACISM, looked at methods for raising awareness, to make people think differently and put people
in the frame of  mind to act. In a group demonstration, people described themselves as a colour and assigned it a different meaning. It showed that if
colour can represent different things, so could people. To challenge people to act, you need to first challenge their perspective.

REFUGEES, MIGRANTS AND ASYLUM SEEKERS
The venue for the conference was in a working class district in the Madrid suburbs, which is home to some of the new migrant and refugee
communities who have arrived in Spain. It is also home to some of Spain’s historical ethnic and national minorities, notably the Roma. 

Already dealing with aspects of  poverty and social exclusion, it is an added challenge for communities to successfully integrate its
newest members. This is a challenge faced across Europe and whilst there are many examples of  success, there are also examples where poor policies
and ignorance amongst majority populations have lead to alienation, exclusion and even conflict. 

The exploitation of  this issue is a dangerous trend impacting on all of  Europe - the North, South, East and West. Whilst claims for asylum are rising, their
acceptance has decreased, with governments trading ‘tough’ policies for votes. This was identified by the Thematic Working Group - ‘GET INVOLVED!
POLICIES FOR MIGRANTS AND REFUGEES.

Members of the working group were able to meet with the Association San Fermin, an organization that runs community programs within the district and dis-
cuss the reality of  areas like San Fermin. It is a valuable resource for the community, a centre for education and training. It is also a social centre, binding this
diverse community together, as a home for events, music and meetings. As the conference was taking place, these activities were ongoing all the time around
participants, a living example of the sort of  work and issues that were being discussed. This added to the vibrancy and integrity of  the atmosphere.

Appropriately the working group took as its theme the integration of  refugees, migrants (legal and illegal) and asylum seekers. In particular it put a focus
on the situation of  illegal migrants, who have become essential contributors to Europe’s economy, yet who so often pay a heavy price. These are people
who are unable to access social assistance, healthcare and also education for their children. 

When dealing with increasingly strict governmental policies over asylum, it is important that civil society organizations network maximizing their capacity
to lobby successfully for a change. This includes networking between organizations from different migrant communities.

But successful policies are only effective if  there is a culture that is supporting them. Young people are often the most receptive to new ideas, people and
cultures. The Working Group agreed that a strategy was needed, focusing on education in school, to sensitise pupils. This would involve working along-
side teachers, providing them with training and presentations on these issues. It would also require the support of  the authorities. If  pupils can carry the
ideas from the classroom into their adult life, then the attitudes in society will profoundly change.

Focusing on the issues of  the country of  origin is equally as important focusing. Migration takes place for different reasons - it can be ‘economic’ or it can
be forced. Information can be provided about the country of  destination before migrants leave, what rights they have and where they can find support. In
the case of  economic migration, better development assistance to many countries in building their economies and tackling poverty would take away some
of the more pressing reasons for migration. It is those who are fleeing the desperation of  poverty, who are most vulnerable to the exploitation of  people traf-
fickers and take the most dangerous passages into Europe. Campaigning against people trafficking is again an issue that needs an international solution. The
working group believes civil society can promote cooperation between governments of origin and destination countries, and develop programs and campaigns.

As a positive action, the working group agreed they would improve networking between its organizations and they agreed at least one future activity, a
common letter to be sent to EU/National parliaments as part of  the June 20th Campaign “International Refugee Day”, coordinated by UNITED. 

International UNITED Campaign - 20 June “International Refugee Day” is based on ongoing research activity “Fatal Realities of  Fortress Europe”. All over
Europe organisations working on migration issues are organising activities that are centralized by UNITED secretariat. 

A Campaign Working Group on - REFUGEES, MIGRANTS AND ASYLUM SEEKERS also looked into methods of  campaigning. It agreed that cam-
paigning needs to address three distinct issues: rights - social assistance - integration. The group designed a poster with the slogan: See the world through
my eyes.
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One of  the results of  “Fatal Realities of  Fortress Europe” is the creation of  a list of  the recorded deaths of  refugees based on data collected from news-
papers and other sources of  information. Over 9000, deaths are recorded since 1992, and this is still only a small proportion of  the tragedy. As partici-
pants read through the list of  names, it was notable how many victims bodies were found washed up on the shores of  Spain. These were victims of  that
most sought after and exploited route between North Africa and Mediterranean Europe, demonstrating that the walls of  Fortress Europe are not a mere
metaphor but a tragic reality.

CONCLUSIONS
5 days and nights in Madrid bought 82 different people together. The things learnt were at times disturbing and challenging. But the
things we shared - the contacts, the ideas, the practice, the friendships and the stories, should grant the strength and resolve to con-
tinue the struggle for another seventy years!

“… thank you for the wonderful opportunity to participate in the conference in Madrid. I enjoyed every moment of  it, and I find it very useful for my work.
Please continue doing the great job, and my God bless you all at the UNITED office!” Participant from Afro-Latvian Association, Latvia

“Leaving Madrid I have a strong feeling that we are the big, powerful, united group that can change things!!! Thanks a lot! “ Participant from Polish
Humanitarian Organisation, Poland

THANKS!
The conference was prepared and designed by the International Preparatory Group (IPG). This group is formed of  anti racist activists
from all over Europe working within the UNITED network, who bring together their experience and expertise to build and coordinate
the entire conference program. 
The members of  the International Preparatory Group.were:

� Maria - Kulturburo Sachsen - Mobiles Beratungsteam. Germany � Emmanuel - Mount Kameroon, Belgium
� Susana, Valentin - MCI - Movement Against Intolerance, Spain � Camelia - MTP Oradea, Romania
� Elgun - Youth League for Intercultural Cooperation, Azerbaijan � Jana - People Against Racism, Slovakia
� Florian - Spanish Federation of  Lesbians, Gays, Bi & Transsexuals - COLEGA, Spain � Angelo - Nero e Non Solo, Italy

The event was hosted and coorganised by Movement Against Intolerance (MCI), the largest Spanish antiracist organisation with branches all over the
country, and with the kind support of  the Comunidad de Madrid. The organisation and logistics where carried out by the UNITED secretariat and its vol-
unteers. Without the all day and all night efforts of  all these people, none of  what was achieved at the conference would have been possible. From all par-
ticipants, a BIG THANK YOU! 

Report by: Neil Clarke - Minority Rights Group International, Great Britain
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TIME Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
10 April 11 April 12 April 13 April 14 April

Morning Conference prepared by: 10:00-11:30 'WELCOME' 10:00-11:30 10:00-11:30 09:30-11.00
10:00-13:30  • Kulturbüro Sachsen - Mobiles • Carlos Clemente - Government of Madrid (E) 'HATE SPEECH UNLIMITED' Continuation of the CIVIL SOCIETY COMBATING HATE CRIMES

Beratungsteam (D) • What is UNITED? Hate speech through internet, music, THEMATIC WORKING GROUPS Office for Democratic Institutions &
 • Mount Cameroon (B) • Movement Against Intolerance - MCI (E) media and discourse - Developing strategies - Human Rights - ODIHR

 • Movement Against Intolerance - MCI (E) • Programme/team/technicalities Graeme Atkinson - Searchlight (UK) Floriane Hohenberg - OSCE-ODIHR (PL)

 • MTP Oradea (RO) • Personal introductions of participants Jan Raabe -  Argumente und Kultur (D)  - Presentation and discussion -

 • Nero e Non Solo - Caserta (I) Daniel Milo -  People Against Racism (SK)

 • People Against Racism (SK) 11:45-13:00 SITUATION OF INTOLERANCE IN SPAIN - Panel discussion - 11.45-13.30 11:45-13:30 GET ACTIVE!

 • Spanish Federation of Lesbians, Gays, Bi Esteban Ibarra - Movement Against Intolerance (E) THEMATIC WORKING GROUPS Campaign Working Groups
& Transsexuals COLEGAS (E) - Presentation - Presentation of results • Campaigning against Fascism

 • UNITED for Intercultural Action 11:45-13:30 - Plenary session. - and Antisemitism

 • Youth League for Intercultural 13:00 – 14:00 THE DANGER OF WORDS Continuation of the • Campaigning in support of refugees
Cooperation -YLIC (AZ) Definitions and concepts most used in THEMATIC WORKING GROUPS • Campaigning against racism

antiracist and antidiscrimination work - Sharing practices… • Sports against intolerance

- Discussion groups - • Using Media for campaigning
Lunch

Afternoon With support of: 15:30-17:30 15:30-17:30 Free afternoon or cultural visits 15:30-16:15 GET ACTIVE!
15:30-19:30  • European Youth Foundation of the INTOLERANCE IN SPAIN TOLERANCE IN ACTION Presentation of reports from

Council of Europe • Civil society against Racism and Intolerance • Youth Fighting Right-Wing Extremism Campaign Working Groups

 • Comunidad de Madrid (E) Justo Montero - ACOM / Rafael Salazar - COLEGAS Stasya Denisova, Youth Human Rights 15:00-16:30  - Plenary Session -

 • Grundtvig Programme of the European El Hassane Arabi - ASISI Movement - YHRM (RUS) Visits to 2 cultural areas in Madrid
    Commission - Round table discussion with Spanish NGOs - • Latin American migrants in Spain • Multicultural district - Lavapies 16:15-17:15 TOLERANCE IN ACTION II

Alvaro Zulueta - Aculco (E) • Gay & Lesbian district - Chueca • Fighting Homophobia in Poland

17:45-19:00 THEMATIC WORKING GROUPS - Project presentations - Greg Czarnecki -  Campaign Against

- Introduction of key issues - Homophobia (PL)

A. Now and Here! Analysing and preventing hate crimes 17:45 – 19:00 Continuation of the • Your Prejudices are Voices of Others

B. Watch Out! Right wing takes over THEMATIC WORKING GROUPS 16:30-20:00 Monica Manrique Escudero - Secretariado

C. Open Up! Perspectives on diversity … Sharing Practices - Free time in Madrid General Gitano (E)

D. Fighting Fear! Antisemitism and Islamophobia - Project presentations -

Arrival of participants E. Get Involved! Policies for migrants and refugees 19:00-19:30 GET ACTIVE!

Registration Short presentation of UNITED Campaigns 17:30 -18:00 OPEN FORUM

19:00-19:30 TOLERANCE IN EUROPE • 21 March Action Week Against Racism

• All Different, All Equal - European Youth Campaign • 9 November ‘Kristallnacht’ Commemoration 20:00 Dinner out in Madrid 18:00-19:30
Michael Raphael - Council of Europe (F) • 20 June International Refugee Day Conference evaluation / Official Closing

Dinner

21:00 21:00  “Breaking the Blocks” 21:30 Info Market: Present your organisation! 21:00 Political café 22:30 Free evening 21:30 Intercultural Evening
Informal opening reception with participation of local NGO's Anti-black Racism & Afrophobia and Farewell Party

22:30 International Snacks

UNITED Conference Program
UNITED Against Intolerance
10 - 15 April 2007 in Madrid, Spain

UNITED, Postbus 413, NL-1000 AK Amsterdam, phone +31-20-6834778, fax +31-20-6834582, info@unitedagainstracism.org, www.unitedagainstracism.org



LIST OF PARTICIPATING ORGANISATIONS UNITED Conference 'UNITED Against Intolerance' 10-15 April 2007 in Madrid, Spain

Organisation Abbrev Street Postcode City Telephone Telefax E-mail World Wide Web

Miscarea Tinerilor Pentru Pace Ass. MTP/YAP - Oradea MTP Str. Cazaban nr 32; Bl. Q88; ap4 RO-410276 Oradea 40-359-409098 40-359-409098 mtp.oradea@gmail.com www.mtporadea.ro - www.prinoradea.ro

Mount Cameroon Vereniging MOCA Slachthuisplein 13 B-3400 Landen 32-2-6095573 32-2-4110439 mountcameroonleuven@yahoo.com

Movement for Peace Disarmament and Freedom MPDL Jevrejska 83 BH-78000 Banja Luka 387-51-323480 387-51-323481 legal.banjaluka@mpdl-balkan.org www.mpdl-balkan.org

Movimiento Contra la Intolerancia - Madrid MCI PoBox 7016 / C/Meson de Paredes 39 b. E-28080 Madrid 34-91-5307199 34-91-5306229 secretaria@movimientocontralaintolerancia.com www.movimientocontralaintolerancia.com

Movimiento Contra la Intolerancia - Malaga MCI Apartado de Correos 773 E-29080 Málaga 34-952-608957 34-952-608957 international@movimientocontralaintolerancia.com www.movimientocontralaintolerancia.com

Movimiento Contra la Intolerancia - Sevilla MCI PoBox 6310 / C/Luis Ortega Bru Bq3 b1 3 E-41080 Sevilla 34-954-543063 34-954-543063 sevilla@movimientocontralaintolerancia.com www.movimientocontralaintolerancia.com

Movimiento Contra la Intolerancia - Valencia MCI PoBox 571 / C/Romeu de Corbera, 9-2 E-46080 Valencia 34-96-3735096 34-96-3735096 valencia@movimientocontralaintolerancia.com www.movimientocontralaintolerancia.com

Movimiento Contra la Intolerancia - Valladolid MCI PoBox 826 / C/Mirabel 1 B60 E-47080 Valladolid 34-983-374507 34-98-3374507 valladolid@movimientocontralaintolerancia.com www.movimientocontralaintolerancia.com

National Afro-Swedish Association ASR Box 92136 - Hammarby Allé 91 S-12008 Stockholm 46-8-7023450 46-8-7023451 info@afrosvenskarna.se www.afrosvenskarna.se

Never Again Association - Stowarzyszenie Nigdy Wiecej PO Box 6 PL-03700 Warszawa 4 48-601-360835 redakcja@nigdywiecej.org www.nigdywiecej.org - free.ngo.pl/nw

Norwegian People's Aid - Norsk Folkehjelp NPA PB 8844 Youngstorget - Storgt 33A N-0028 Oslo 47-22037700 47-22200870 antirasisme@npaid.org www.folkehjelp.no - www.antirasisme.no

OSCE- Tolerance and Non-Discrimination Section OSCE/ODIHR Aleja Ujazdowskije 19 PL-00557 Warszawa 48-22-5200600 48-22-5200605 office@odihr.osce.waw.pl www.osce.org/odihr

Österreichischer Auslandsdienst Hutterweg 6 A-6020 Innsbruck 43-512-291087 43-512-291087 info@auslandsdienst.at www.auslandsdienst.at

People Against Racism - Ludia Proti Rasizmu LPR PO Box 33 SK-820 04 Bratislava 24 421-2-16356 421-2-16356 info@rasizmus.sk www.rasizmus.sk

Polish Humanitarian Org. Krakow - Polska Akcja Humanit. PAH ul.Szewska 4, I p PL-31009 Krakow 48-24-1257714 48-12-220819 krakow@pah.org.pl www.pah.org.pl - www.pajacyk.pl

Port. Ass. for Victim Support - Ass. Port. de Apoio à Vítima APAV Rua Jose Estevao 135 A Piso 1 P-1150 Lisboa 351-21-3587900 351-21-8878351 uavidre@apav.pt www.apav.pt

PRONI - Institute for Social Education - Osijek PRONI P. Preradovica 7/II HR-31000 Osijek 385-31-207428 385-31-207427 osijek@proni.hr www.proni.hr

QUEERIA - Center for Promoting Nonviolence & Equality QUEERIA Veljka Petrovica 152 / 6 RS-11000 Belgrade 381-11-2395935 queeriacentar@gmail.com www.queeria.com

Red Cross - EU Office / PERCO PERCO 65 rue Belliard; box 7 B-1040 Bruxelles 32-2-2350680 32-2-2305464 infoboard@redcross-eu.net www.redcross-eu.net

Refugees United Organisation Refunite Lergravsvej 57 DK-2300 København S 45-70204181 45-70204182 info@refunite.org www.refunite.org

Rotterdamse Jongeren Raad - Rotterdam Youth Council RJR Westblaak 107 NL-3012 KG Rotterdam 31-10-4111141 31-10-4132914 info@rjr.nl www.rjr.nl

Searchlight - Education Trust/Publishing Services PO Box 1576 GB- Ilford IG5 ONG 44-20-76818660 44-20-76818650 editors@searchlightmagazine.com www.searchlightmagazine.com

Slovak National Centre for Human Rights SNSLP Kycerskeho 5 SK-81105 Bratislava 421-2-20850114 421-2-20850135 info@snslp.sk www.snslp.sk

SOS Racismo - Madrid SOS c/ Campomanes 13; 2° izda. E-28013 Madrid 34-91-5592906 34-91-5592906 sosracismomad@hotmail.com www.sosracisme.org

SOVA Center for Information and Analysis SOVA Luchnikov per. 4; pod. 3; #2 RUS-103982 Moskva 7-495-9286346 7-495-9286346 mail@sova-center.ru sova-center.ru

Studio Semplice - Studio Trouble-Free Via Terezio Varrone 52 I-02100 Rieti 39-0746-495152 39-0746-271018 semplice01@tiscali.it www.studiosemplice.it

Terre Nouvelle Suisse TNCH CH-8052 Zürich 41-43-5341540 neu.welt@yahoo.fr

The Union '21st Century' Akhvlediani Street 17G GE-0108 Tbilisi 995-32-931242 995-32-931242 office@century21.ge www.century21.ge

Turkish Cypriot Human Rights Foundation KTIHV Hasmet Gürkan 3 CY-10 Lefkosa-Mersin 90-392-2291748 90-392-2291746 info@ktihv.org www.ktihv.org

Union Nationale des Etudiant(e)s du Luxembourg UNEL Boîte Postale 324 L-2013 Luxembourg 352-253123 352-406090341 info@unel.lu www.unel.lu

UNITED for Intercultural Action UNITED Postbus 413 NL-1000 AK Amsterdam 31-20-6834778 31-20-6834582 info@unitedagainstracism.org www.unitedagainstracism.org

Women International Consultive Center - Zhytomyr WICC Ozerne 28 UA-12443 Ozerne - Zhytomyr 380-412-400731 380-412-400731 wicc_iryna@ukrpost.ua

Worthy Life for Asylum Seekers Ved Hegnet 6, 4tv DK-2100 Kobenhavn 45-25563625 folkesagen@folkesagen.dk www.folkesagen.dk

Young Women from Minorities - Portugal WFM c/o Via Reiss Romoli 45 I-10148 Torino 39-011-2207658 39-011-2748097 WFM@youngwomenfromminorities.org www.youngwomenfromminorities.org

Youth Board of Cyprus YBC PO Box 20282 - 82 Aglantzia Avenue CY-2150 Nicosia 357-22-402600 357-22-402700 info@youthboard.org.cy www.youthboard.org.cy

Youth Human Rights Group - Karelia / Anti-fascist Centre YHRG Box 17; Rovio 28-5; Karelia RUS-185026 Petrozavodsk 7-8142-519062 7-8142-519062 yhrg@karelia.ru right.karelia.ru/

Youth Human Rights Movement - International Network YHRM PO Box 152 - Volodarskogo 70-51 RUS-394000 Voronezh 7-4732-545529 7-4732-545529 yhrm@hrworld.ru www.yhrm.org - www.antifa.hrworld.ru

Youth League for Intercultural Cooperation YLIC Abbas Fatullayev Str. 129/22 AZ-1133 Baku 994-12-4780053 994-12-4780053 licazerbaijan@yahoo.com

Youth Without Frontiers SG Asef Zeynally str. 29, apt. 3 AZ-1000 Baku 994-50-3779746 office@sg-ywf.org www.sg-ywf.org

ZARA - Zivilcourage und Anti-Rassismus Arbeit ZARA Luftbadgasse 14-16 A-1060 Wien 43-1-9291399 43-1-929139999 office@zara.or.at www.zara.or.at - www.gleiche-chancen.at

Zarya - International Cooperation Group ZARYA c/ Peonias n°13; 1E E-28042 Madrid 34-650-809631 zarya@zaryagroup.org www.zaryagroup.org
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LIST OF PARTICIPATING ORGANISATIONS UNITED Conference 'UNITED Against Intolerance' 10-15 April 2007 in Madrid, Spain

Organisation Abbrev Street Postcode City Telephone Telefax E-mail World Wide Web

A Different Jewish Voice - Een Ander Joods Geluid EAJG Postbus 59506 NL-1040 LA Amsterdam 31-20-6795850 31-20-6758925 eajg@xs4all.nl www.eajg.nl

 Accion para la Concordia en Oriente ACOM Paseo de la Castellana 93, 9th floor E-28046 Madrid 34-655-864442 34-914-174630 acomedio@gmail.com

Afro-Latvian Association Afrolat Virsu 1-22 LV-1035 Riga 371-29650428 aficalv@hotmail.com www.afrolat.lv - www.ltn.lv/~chris

Amnesty International - Hungarian Section AI-HU Rózsa utca 44 - II/4 H-1064 Budapest 36-1-3025062 36-1-3025062 info@amnesty.hu www.amnesty.hu

Anti-nazi Initiative ANI 35 Chalkokondyli Street GR-10432 Athens 30-210-5232553 30-210-5232553 info@antinazi.gr www.antinazi.gr

Argumente & Kultur gegen Rechts AUK Postfach 102948 D-33529 Bielefeld 49-178-2723351

Asociacion Solidaria para la Integracion del Inmigrante ASISI Navas del Rey; 38 -Planta Baja E-28013 Madrid 34-91-4688484 34-91-4688484 asisi1@yahoo.es www.asisi.info

Ass. of Social Promotion Youth Action for Right Dev. APS YARD Via Monte Rosa 84 I-20149 Milan 39-02-89073888 39-02-99983787 yard@fastwebnet.it www.apsyard.org

Association of Voluntary Service Organisations AVSO 174 rue Joseph II B-1000 Bruxelles 32-2-2306813 32-2-2311413 info@avso.org www.avso.org

Associazione Rieti Immigrants - Onlus ARI Via Terenzio Varrone 140 I-02100 Rieti 39-07259099 39-0746-491648 cfi-ari@libero.it www.ariweb.it

Austrian Peace Service - Österr. Friedensdienst Hutterweg 6 A-6020 Innsbruck 43-512-291087 43-512-291087 info@auslandsdienst.at www.friedensdienst.at

Balkan Centre f. Regional Devel.  - Human Rights Club BCRD Tsentralna Poshta PK 546 BG-4000 Plovdiv 359-32-968918 359-32-968918 human_rights_club@abv.bg www.bcrd.net

Black and not only! - Nero e Non Solo! - Caserta Chiesa di Sant'Elena - Piazza Gramsci I-81100 Caserta 39-823-444910 39-823-444910 associazione@neroenonsolo.it www.neroenonsolo.org

Campaign Against Homophobia KPH ul. Zelazna 68 PL-00 866 Warsaw 48-22-4236434 48-22-6208337 info@kampania.org.pl www.kampania.org.pl

Center for Interethnic Cooperation CIC PO Box 8 RUS-127055 Moskva 7-499-9731247 7-499-9726807 center@interethnic.org www.interethnic.org

Charnwood Racial Equality Council CREC Nottingham Road 66 GB-LE11 1EU Loughborough 44-1509-261651 44-1509-267826 crec@btconnect.com www.charnwoodrec.org   

Civic Assistance Committee Refugees & Forced Migrants CCA Dolgorukovskaya str. 33; building 6 RUS-127006 Moskva 7-495-2515319 7-495-2515319 refugeeru@yandex.ru www.refugee.ru

Colectivo de Prevención e Inserción Social Andalucia CEPA c/ Beato Diego de Cádiz no 11-Local E-11004 Cádiz 34-956-079514 34-956-225262 colectivocepa@ono.com www.redasociativa.org/colectivocepa

COLEGAS - Spanish Fed of Lesbians; Gays; Bi &Transsex COLEGAS c/ Carretas 33 - 3 IZDA E-28012 Madrid 34-915-212503 34-915-211174 madrid@colegaweb.org www.colegaweb.org

Comunidad de Madrid - Consejeria de Inmigracion Puerta del Sol 7 E-28014 Madrid 34-91-720661 34-91-7206615 www.madrid.org

Coord. National d’Action pour la Paix et la Démocratie CNAPD rue Blanche 29 B-1060 Bruxelles 32-2-6405262 32-2-6404212 cnapd.dg@skynet.be www.cnapd.be

Council for Prevention of Juvenile Delinquency CPJD Braca Hadzi Tefovi 28 MK-1430 Kavadarci 389-43-412947 389-43-412947 vavilon@sppmd.org.mk www.sppmd.org.mk

Council of Europe - All Different - All Equal Secretariat COE/DYS 30 rue Pierre de Coubertin FR-67000 Strasbourg Wacken 33-3-88413893 33-3-90214964 secretariat@alldifferent-allequal.info alldifferent-allequal.info - www.coe.int

Counseling Centre for Refugees - Poradna Pro Uprchliky PPU Senovázna 2 CZ-110 00 Praha 1 420-224-224379 420-224-239455 poradna@refug.cz www.migrace.com - www.refugees.cz

Cultural Association for Columbia and Iberoamerica ACULCO Calle Capitan Haya, 51, piso 3, oficina 5 E-28020 Madrid 34-91-5670846 34-91-5670843 aculco@telefonica.net www.aculco.org

Docum. & Advisory Centre Racial Discrimination DRC Postboks 549 - Nørre Allé 7 DK-2200 København N 45-35363850 45-35361590 drc@drcenter.dk www.drcenter.dk

DUHA - Rainbow Association DUHA Senovázné námesti 24 CZ-14700 Praha 1 420-234621374 420-234621375 duha@duha.cz www.duha.cz

Encounters - Assocation for Education and Culture Al. Solidarnosci 149/72 PL-00898 Warsaw 48-692-577641 48-692-577641 spotkania@spotkania.waw.pl www.spotkania.waw.pl

Equal - Te Barabarte TB Rr Hoxha Tasim; pall. 230; Shk 1; Ap. 9 AL- Tirana 355-4-367792 tebarabarte@hotmail.com

European Roma Information Office ERIO 17 avenue Edouard Lacomblé;  2 et B-1040 Bruxelles 32-2-7333462 32-2-7333875 office@erionet.org www.erionet.org

Fortress Europe piazzale Enrico Dunant 57 I-00152 Roma 39-328-3913155 gabriele_delgrande@yahoo.it fortresseurope.blogspot.com

Fundación Secretariado General Gitano FSG C/ Ahijones, S/n E-28018 Madrid 34-91-4220960 34-91-4220961 fsg@gitanos.org www.gitanos.org

GetEducated - Learning Media Against Racism GE Post Box 92136 - Hammarby Allé 91 B S-12008 Stockholm 46-8-7023453 46-8-7023450 info@geteducated.se www.geteducated.se

Greek-Albanian Friendship Association - Socrates Kapodstriou 38 GR-10432 Athens 30-210-5245106 30-210-5245493 elassocrates@diavatirio.net www.diavatirio.net

Human Rights Monitoring Institute HRMI Didzioji Street 5 LT-01128 Vilnius 370-5-2314681 370-5-2314679 hrmi@hrmi.lt www.hrmi.lt

Kulturbüro Sachsen - Mobiles Beratungsteam Bautzner Strasse 45 D-01099 Dresden 49-351-2721490 49-351-56340898 buero@kulturbuero-sachsen.de www.kulturbuero-sachsen.de

La Strada - Int Cen for Women Rights Protection & Promot. PO Box 259 - 31AugustStr 82; Infocen MD-2012 Chisinau 373-22-234906 373-22-234907 office@lastrada.md www.lastrada.md

Latvian Antifascist Committee LAK Darza 38a-39 LV-1083 Riga 371-26817960 371-7280063 antifa@log.lv

Master's on Immigration Ca' Foscari Universita' Venezia Fondamenta Briati; Dorsoduro 2530 I-30123 Venezia 39-041-2346018 39-041-5246793 masterim@unive.it www.unive.it/masterim

Media Monitoring Agency - Academia Catavencu MMA 98 Calea Plevnei St. Bl.10C RO-010038 Bucuresti sector 1 40-21-3134047 40-21-3134047 office@mma.ro www.mma.ro / www.freeex.ro 

Menedék - Hungarian Association for Migrants Josika utca; 2 H-1077 Budapest 36-1-3221502 36-1-4790272 menedek@menedek.hu www.menedek.hu

Minority Rights Group International MRGI 54 Commercial Street GB-E1 6LT London 44-20-74224200 44-20-74224201 minority.rights@mrgmail.org www.minorityrights.org
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UNITED IS SUPPORTED BY
more than 560 organisations from all European countries, many prominent individuals, private supporters and volunteers. Since 1992 financial support
was received from various sponsors such as: European Commission (General Budget/Socrates/Gruntvig/Youth Programme/DG Employment Social
Affairs) European Youth Foundation and European Youth Centre Council of  Europe, Heinrich-Böll-Stiftung, World Council of  Churches, Olof  Palmes
MinnesFond, Cultural Council Sweden, Ministry of  Education Slovenia, Green Group-, Socialist Group- and GUE/NGL Group in the European Parliament,

European Cultural Foundation, Stiftung West-Östliche Begegnung, Aktionsbündnis Gegen Gewalt,
Rechtextremismus und Fremdenfeindlichkeit Brandenburg, XS4ALL Internet, Home Office UK, Ministry
of  Interior-BZK NL, Federal Department of  Foreign Affairs CH, Ministry Foreign Affairs-BUZA NL,
Vuurwerk Internet, Instituto Português da Juventude, KN-Minolta, National Integration Office Sweden,
Service Nationale de la Jeunesse Luxembourg, LNU - Norwegian Youth Council, Europees Platform
Grundtvig, Friedrich Ebert Stiftung, Cyprus Youth Board, Federal Social Insurance Office - Dep. for Youth
Affairs CH, Youth for Europe - Swiss Coordination Office, Federal Service for Combating Racism - Fund
for Projects Against Racism CH, Migros Kulturprozent CH, Comunidad de Madrid, Dijkman Offset and
others.

this publication is a supplement to the Calendar of Internationalism              printed by Dijkman Offset - www.dijkman.nl

The information contained herein does not necessarily reflect the position nor the opinion of our sponsors.
Sponsors are not to be held responsible for any use that may be made of  it.
This Conferen ce is part of  the project 'Civil Society Against Rightwing Extremism' part funded and made
possible by the support of  the European Union Grundtvig Program.
UNITED publications can be freely re-used, translated and re-distributed, provided source
(www.unitedagainstracism.org) is mentioned and a copy is sent to the UNITED Secretariat.

Racism, nationalism, fascism, discrimination, asylum policies... all of
them have a European dimension even though they often look like
pure national issues. Reports from all over Europe demonstrate the
increasing dangers facing migrants, refugees and ethnic minorities.
Often these dangers are increased by undemocratic intergovernmental
decisions like the Schengen Treaty. Strangely enough, racist and
fascist organisations have strong European links from Portugal to
Russia, from Sweden to Italy. Fortress Europe needs to be fought at
local, regional and European levels - it cannot be fought on one level
alone.

Linked through UNITED, hundreds of organisations from a wide variety
of backgrounds, from all European countries, work together on a
voluntary basis. They base their cooperation on common actions and
shared activities on a mutual respect.

UNITED is and will remain independent from all political parties,
organisations and states, but seeks an active co-operation with other
anti-racist initiatives in Europe.

Through the UNITED network organisations meet each other, work on
common actions and share information. Europe-wide action weeks,
campaigns and such are planned and discussed on UNITED conferences.
Like-minded organisations find each other on such conferences and
work together on specific projects on specific topics. The workers in
the secretariat are in constant contact with the network organisations,
ensuring that information and proposals for action are transmitted
rapidly. Information is received from more than 2000 organisations
and mailings are sent out to about 2500 groups in Europe.

If you want to get involved... Discuss the ideas and aims of the UNITED
network within your organisation. Let us know that you would like to
join or receive information. And add us to your mailing list!

against nationalism, racism, fascism andagainst nationalism, racism, fascism and
in support of migrants and refugeesin support of migrants and refugees

INFORMAINFORMATIONTION
UNITED for Intercultural ActionUNITED for Intercultural Action
European networkEuropean network
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